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WHAT WILL WE LEARN?

Setting Techniques and Tips
EGA certified memorial program
advertising and marketing
wholesale pricing
ega cemetery planning services
computer graphics and design
monument accessories
state, regional, & national
monument organizations
field visits to production
facilities and quarry
and more!
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special
presentations
Keynote Speakers focus on
Art, Design, & Marketing
Bobby Mattos, AICA, Bras & Mattos Monument Co.

Bobby Mattos is a 5th generation Memorialist from Bras and Mattos
Monument Company Est. 1897 in Hayward California. He was raised
in the business but began working full time in the industry after earning his B.A. in History in 2003. Like many others in the monument industry, he sells, designs and does just about anything else needed at
his shop on a daily basis. He has owned and operated his own stone
carving gallery as well as instructed and taught creative stone carving
techniques at workshops and conventions. Bobby continues to teach
stone carving at The School of Hard Rocks with business partners
Charlie Hunt FAICA (Hunt Memorials) of Nashville Tennessee and
Scott Luken PITA (Luken Memorials) of Yankton South Dakota.

during the 5-day course
we will visit:
•
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a working granite quarry
manufacturing plants
a mausoleum plant
a bronze foundry
a countertop plant
an etching studio

And More!!

Charlie Hunt, FAICA, Hunt Memorials, Inc.

Charlie Hunt began working in the family business in 1982 after
graduating from the University of the South in Sewanee, Tennessee
with a degree in History. Within a year, he was asked to do some
sketches of monuments and quickly found his niche. This inspired
him to return to school for art and drafting classes including traveling
to Vermont to train with traditional stone craftsmen and learn the
stonecutter methodology that has been in practice for over two centuries. Charlie is the first recipient of the Eugene H. Faehnle Award
from The American Institute of Commemorative Arts (AICA), the
highest place award of its kind in the monument industry for design.
Other prestigious 1st Place Awards include MBNA’s Biondan BronzeBert Gast Memorial Award, The Harold J. Shaller, AICA Conceptual
Design and Rendering Award, MBNA’s Design Contest People’s
Choice Award and the MBNA Award for Outstanding Excellence in
Monument Design.

Scott Luken, PITA, Luken Memorials

Scott Luken, a 3rd generation stone sculptor/memorialist was born
and raised in Yankton, South Dakota. At a young age, he discovered
a box of old chisels at the family business and started on the path
to becoming a stone sculptor. While growing up, Scott took every
opportunity to learn his craft from the “old timers” that carved at the
various quarries he visited. Scott attended the Colorado Institute of
Art for a commercial art degree. Once finished, he began designing
and sculpting full time. His sculpture is graphic in nature and the
granite dictates what it ultimately becomes.
Scott also shares his passion instructing at seminars he holds. He
has works throughout the Midwest in private collections and public
installations such as his latest Installation in the Benson Sculpture
Garden’s permanent collection in Loveland, Colorado.
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